
                                              Rubric - Key Quality Indicators for Writing Assignments

Excellent Average Unsatisfactory

 Assigned   The essay is well organized. It 16   The organization is reasonable but 6   The essay is disorganized, 0

 Topic &   contains introductory, supporting -   not special; it may lack full -   incoherent, and poorly developed. -

 Overall   and concluding paragraphs and a 25   development in the introductory, 15   The essay does not stay on topic. 5

 Organization   clearly identifiable thesis statement.   supporting or concluding

  The essay is coherent, logically   paragraphs. Coherence and

  ordered, and fully developed. It is    sequence are attempted but not

  complete and self-contained.   consistent.

 Technical   The essay engages the topic fully 16   The essay addresses the topic 6   The essay does not clearly address 0

 Content   and imaginatively. It reflects that the -   competently. The evidence is -   the topic, and may be confusing or -

  writer has searched thoroughly and 25   enough to convince the reader but 15   difficult to understand. The writer 5

  effectively for appropriate evidence.   is not compelling enough to   presents little or no evidence to

  Through telling detail, the writer   engage the reader. The evidence   support the thesis, or the evidence

  helps the reader to experience what   may be obvious or conventional.   may be irrelevant or inconsistent

  the writer is saying.   in relation to the topic.

 Sentence   The sentences are complete and 11   The essay contains only occasional 6   The writing contains frequent run-ons 0

 Structure   varied in length and structure; they -   errors in sentence structure; it has -   comma splices, and fragments -

  reflect a match between the idea and 15   little variety in sentence length or 10   reflecting a fractured thought 5

  the structure.   complexity. The match between   process.

  thought and structure is adequate.

 Paragraph   Each paragraph has a clear purpose, 11   Most paragraphs are coherent, but 6   Paragraphs lack clarity and 0

 Structure   and the transitions between -   some lack adequate development. -   coherence; they lack topic -

  paragraphs are transparent. 15   Transitions are unoriginal. 10   sentences, and transitions are weak 5

  or missing altogether.

 Grammar,   There are no significant grammar 11   The essay contains relatively few 6   The essay displays many grammar 0

 Mechanics,   errors; punctuation and capitalization -   grammar and mechanics errors, and -   and mechanical errors, including -

 Usage, &   are correct. Usage and word choice 15   has few spelling errors, perhaps 10   frequently mismatched verb tenses 5

 Spelling   are appropriate and sometimes   indicating sole reliance on spell   and singular / plural disagreement

   exciting. Spelling is almost perfect.   checker. Word choice is competent   between subjects and verbs, as

  but not exciting.   well as pronouns with unclear

  antecedents, and inappropriate use

  of words that may confuse the 

  intended meaning.

 Format,   The paper is typed and double- 4   Formatting has occasional 2   The format is sloppy and / or 0

 Footnotes, &   spaced; it has 1" margins with the -   inconsistencies. -   inconsistent. Some elements may -

 References   author's name, the assignment, and 5 3   be handwritten or missing. 1

  due date in the upper left-hand   Paragraphs may not be properly

  corner. The title indicates the   indented, and may be lacking a

  essay's content and shows the   title or and appropriate title.

  author's intent. Paragraph's are 

  indented.

 Creativity &   Instructor's reaction when reading 0

 Novelty   the essay is, "Wow! This is exciting!" -

 This is a   An essay which receives excellent 5

 "bonus   ratings on all the other elements

 element."   earns an "A" ~ even without the 

  reaction described above. However,

  some degree of creativity can make

  up for slightly lower ratings for the

  other elements.


